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With several dozen binary black hole events detected by LIGO-Virgo to date and many more expected in
the next few years, gravitational-wave astronomy is shifting from individual-event analyses to population
studies. Using the GWTC-2 catalog, we perform a hierarchical Bayesian analysis that for the first time
combines several state-of-the-art astrophysical formation models with a population of primordial black
holes (PBHs) and constrains the fraction of a putative subpopulation of PBHs in the data. We find that this
fraction depends significantly on the set of assumed astrophysical models. While a primordial population is
statistically favored against certain competitive astrophysical channels, such as globular clusters and
nuclear stellar clusters, a dominant contribution from the stable-mass-transfer isolated formation channel
drastically reduces the need for PBHs, except for explaining the rate of mass-gap events like GW190521.
The tantalizing possibility that black holes formed after inflation are contributing to LIGO-Virgo
observations could only be verified by further reducing uncertainties in astrophysical and primordial
formation models, and it may ultimately be confirmed by third-generation interferometers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The second gravitational-wave transient catalog
(GWTC-2) [1,2] of compact binary mergers detected by
the LIGO/Virgo collaboration (LVC) [3,4] brought the total
number of binary black holes (BBHs) reported by the LVC
to 47. Recently, this figure increased further with the latest
GWTC catalog [5]. Additional detections have been
reported by independent groups using public data, though
usually with lower statistical significance (see, e.g., [6–8]).
As the number of observations increases, we can character-
ize with increasing accuracy the properties of the under-
lying population of black holes (BHs) and the relative
contribution of various BBH formation channels.
In their population analysis, the LVC has used phe-

nomenological models built to capture key expected
features of the mass, spin, and redshift distribution of
BBHs (e.g., a power-law mass distribution), but not the
physical mechanisms responsible for these features (e.g.,

mass transfer in binary evolution) [2,9]. The model that is
preferred by GWTC-2 data describes the distribution of
the primary (i.e., most massive) BH in the binary as the
sum of a power-law and a Gaussian distribution, denoted
as “Power Lawþ Peak” in Ref. [2]. The model has several
free parameters and it is preferred to a simpler power-law
function, which might suggest that multiple formation
channels are at play.
Many astrophysical formation scenarios could contribute

to the observed population [10,11]. The observed excess
of massive BHs could be the result of hierarchical mergers
of smaller objects [12–16], the end product of the life of
massive stars just below the pair-instability supernova mass
gap [17–19], or it may be of primordial origin [20,21]. One
event in particular, GW190521 [22], challenges traditional
formation scenarios. With component masses of m1 ¼
90.9þ29.1

−17.3 M⊙ and m2 ¼ 66.3þ19.3
−20.3 M⊙, GW190521 is the

most massive BBH detected to date. The posterior of the
primary mass has support nearly entirely in the pair-
instability supernova mass gap, where BHs are not
expected to form from the collapse of massive stars*Gabriele.Franciolini@uniroma1.it
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(see [23–29] for discussions of astrophysical uncertainties
in this prediction).
In addition to astrophysical formation channels, a tan-

talizing possibility is that a fraction of these events may be
due to primordial BHs (PBHs) [30–33] formed from the
collapse of large overdensities in the radiation-dominated
early universe [34–37]. In this scenario, PBHs are not
clustered at formation [38–43] and primordial BBHs are
assembled via gravitational decoupling from the Hubble
flow before the matter-radiation equality [44,45] (see
[46,47] for reviews). PBHs in different mass ranges could
contribute to a sizeable fraction fPBH ≡ ΩPBH=ΩDM of the
dark matter energy density [48], but current GW data imply
an upper bound fPBH ≲Oð10−3Þ in the mass range of
interest to current GW detectors [49–68]. A different
scenario predicts that PBHs may form with a broad mass
distribution shaped by the QCD transition [69,70], and
could assemble dynamically in dense halos in the late-time
universe [71–73]. This, however, requires PBHs to be
strongly clustered to evade existing astrophysical con-
straints on their abundance [48].
Overall, the data indicate that not all BBH events

detected so far can be explained by a single formation
channel, be it either astrophysical [74] or primordial [63]
(see [64] for the most updated analysis of the PBH
scenario). Previous work tried to infer the mixing fraction
of multiple astrophysical populations [74–78] and com-
pared the PBH scenario against the phenomenological LVC
power-law model [63,65,66]. In this paper we present a
more comprehensive hierarchical Bayesian inference study
of the GWTC-2 catalog. For the first time, we mix the PBH
model [57,79] with several state-of-the-art astrophysical
models that can reproduce many features of the observed
population. This allows us to place statistical constraints on
a putative subpopulation of PBHs in GW data given our
present (admittedly incomplete) knowledge of BBH for-
mation scenarios.

II. BBH MODELS

Our astrophysical models come from Ref. [74], the most
comprehensive attempt to date at comparing different
astrophysical formation scenarios against LVC data. That
work considered three field formation models and two
dynamical formation models. Among the three field for-
mation scenarios—a late-phase common envelope (CE),
binaries that only have stable mass transfer between the star
and the already formed BH (SMT), and chemically
homogeneous evolution (CHE)—Ref. [74] found that
the dominant channels correspond to the CE and SMT
scenarios. These two channels were simulated using the
POSYDON framework [80,81], which models binary
evolution with the population synthesis code COSMIC

[82] and uses MESA [83] for binary evolution calculations.
The key parameters of these models are the CE efficiency
αCE ∈ ½0.2; 0.5; 1.0; 2.0; 5.0�, with large values of αCE

leading to efficient CE evolution, and the natal BH spin
χb ∈ ½0; 0.1; 0.2; 0.5�. The two dynamical models consider
formation in old, metal-poor globular clusters (GC) and in
nuclear star clusters (NSC). The GC models are taken from
a grid of 96N-body models of collisional star clusters
simulated using the cluster Monte Carlo code CMC [14].
The 96 models consist of four independent grids of 24
models, each with different initial spins. Large natal spins
imply larger ejection probabilities, and therefore a smaller
probability of repeated mergers. The NSC models use
COSMIC to generate the BH masses from a single stellar
population with metallicity Z ¼ ð0.01; 0.1; 1ÞZ⊙, and
evolve the clusters and their BHs using the semianalytical
approach described in [84]. This procedure is repeated for
all values of χb listed above.
For the PBH model, we compute merger rates following

Refs. [43,57,59,79], as in other recent studies [20,64,66].
The (lognormal) PBH mass function is characterized by a
central mass Mc (not to be confused with a binary’s chirp
mass M) and a width σ. Another hyperparameter is the
PBH abundance fPBH. Finally, PBHs may experience a
phase of matter accretion during their cosmic evolution,
impacting their mass and spin distributions at detection. As
PBHs form from the collapse of radiation density pertur-
bations in the early universe [85,86], their natal spins are
negligible and independent of χb. To capture uncertainties
in the accretion model we introduce a cutoff redshift zcut-off
below which accretion is inefficient. If zcut-off ≳ 30, accre-
tion is negligible in the mass range of interest for LVC
observations and PBHs retain small spins even at low
redshift, whereas zcut-off ≃ 10 would correspond to a strong
accretion phase, leading to larger PBH masses and spins
[62,79]. Similarly to the dynamical astrophysical channels,
the PBH spin orientations with respect to the binary’s
angular momentum are expected to be independent and
uniformly distributed on the sphere.
Overall, our astrophysical models depend on the hyper-

parameters λABH ¼ ½αCE;χb;NCE;NSMT;NGC;NNSC�, where
the number of events in each channel Ni, following
Ref. [74], is assumed to be unconstrained and independent
of αCE and χb. The PBH channel depends on λPBH ¼
½Mc; σ; fPBH; zcut-off �, with NPBH ≈ f2PBH [64].

III. DATA ANALYSIS

Our setup follows Refs. [64,66] and the inference is
performed by sampling the likelihood [87]

pðλjdÞ¼ πðλÞe−NdetðλÞ½NðλÞ�Nobs

YNobs

i¼1

1

Si

XSi

j¼1

ppopðjθijλÞ
πðjθiÞ

ð1Þ

in the space of λ ¼ λABH ∪ λPBH by using the Markov chain
Monte Carlo software EMCEE [88]. In Eq. (1), Nobs is the
number of GWevents in the catalog; NðλÞ is the number of
events in the model; NdetðλÞ is the number of observable
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events computed by accounting for the experimental
selection bias; Si is the length of the posterior sample of
each event in the catalog; πðθÞ is the prior on the binary
parameters θ used by the LVC when performing the
parameter estimation—this prior is removed to extract
the values of the single-event likelihood, ensuring only
the informative part of the event posterior is used and does
not affect the population inference (but see Refs. [89–92]
for its impact on the interpretation of single events); and
πðλÞ is the prior on the hyperparameters, which is assumed
to be flat.
The quantity ppopðθjλÞ is the distribution of the BBH

parameters θi ¼ ½m1; m2; z; χeff �, where mi is the source-
frame mass of the ith binary component, z is the merger
redshift, and χeff ≡ ðχ1 cos α1 þ qχ2 cos α2Þ=ð1þ qÞ is the
effective spin parameter, which is a function of the mass
ratio q≡m2=m1 ≤ 1, of both BH spin magnitudes χj
(j ¼ 1, 2, with 0 ≤ χj ≤ 1), and of their orientation with
respect to the orbital angular momentum, parametrized by
the tilt angles αj. In the inference we neglect the preces-
sional spin χp, since this parameter is poorly determined for
most of the GW events detected to date [2]. The Appendix
gives more details on the calculation of ppopðθjλÞ.
To statistically quantify the fraction of various channels

given the GWTC-2 dataset, we compute the Bayes

factor between model M1 and model M2, namely
BM1

M2
≡ ZM1

=ZM2
, where ZM ≡ R

dλpðλjdÞ is the evi-
dence. According to Jeffreys’ scale criterion [93], a
Bayes factor larger than ð10; 101.5; 102Þ would imply a
strong, very strong, or decisive Bayesian evidence in favor
of model M1 with respect to model M2, given the
available data.

IV. RESULTS

Among the events in the GWTC-2 catalog, we
discard those with large false-alarm rate (GW190426,
GW190719, GW190909) [2] and two events involving
neutron stars (GW170817, GW190425). GW190814 [94]
requires a separate treatment, since its secondary mass
(m2 ≈ 2.6 M⊙) would correspond to either the lowest-mass
astrophysical BH or to the highest-mass neutron star
observed to date, challenging our current understanding
of compact objects. For the moment we assume that the
secondary component of GW190814 is a neutron star and
neglect this event.
Unlike Ref. [74], we do not exclude GW190521 [22].

At least the primary component of GW190521 lies in the
(upper) mass gap predicted by pair-instability supernova
theory, in tension with many astrophysical models (but see

FIG. 1. Posterior distributions of the individual detectable mixing fractions βdeti of different populations. The left panel refers
to a 2þ 1 (CEþ GCþ PBH) model, whereas the right panel refers to two 3þ 1 models (CEþ GCþ NSCþ PBH and
CEþ GCþ SMTþ PBH). In all cases we excluded GW190814, and we present results with and without including GW190521.
The insets in the top right of each corner show each βdeti in logarithmic scale to highlight the monotonic behavior as βdeti → 0. The two
90% confidence intervals (C.I.) for βdeti reported above each column in the left panel correspond to the models in the inset (from top to
bottom); those on the right panel are sorted in the same way as the four panels in the inset. The corresponding posteriors for the PBH
hyperparameters are shown in the SM.
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[23–26,28,29]), while being compatible with the PBH
scenario [20]. The selected catalog has Nobs ¼ 44 or 43,
depending on whether GW190521 is included or not.
The results of our hierarchical Bayesian analysis are

summarized in Fig. 1, showing the posterior distributions of
the detectable mixing fractions βdeti ¼ Ndet

i =
P

j N
det
j ,

where i; j ¼ fCE;GC;NSC; SMT; PBHg for the different
models. We present various scenarios mixing the PBH
population with different combinations of astrophysical
channels: a simplified 2þ 1 multichannel assuming only
the two main astrophysical models (CE and GC, left panel),
and two combinations of three astrophysical channels:
CEþ GCþ NSC and CEþ GCþ SMT. Table I shows
the Bayes factors for various mixed scenarios with and
without a PBH subpopulation.
First of all, a two-channel CEþ GCmodel is insufficient

to explain GWTC-2 data. Either with or without
GW190521, Fig. 1 (left panel) shows that in the CEþ
GCþ PBH case the inferred PBH population fraction is
approximately one third. Table I confirms that CEþ GCþ
PBH is strongly favored over CEþ GC, while the inclusion
of NSC does not improve the overall fit. This is because the
NSC and GC channels compete to explain similar events,
whereas the PBH and GC channels produce different and
complementary populations.
By comparing three-channel scenarios we see that

models including NSC are not favored: NSCs account
for some events in the central range of chirp masses, but the
relative fraction of NSC events is small (both with and

without GW190521). The CEþ GCþ SMT channel has
larger evidence, because the SMT channel complements
CE and GC by predicting more massive binaries (but see,
e.g., [95] for a discussion of uncertainties in this predic-
tion). However, even the best-fit SMT channel does not
reach the mass gap.
PBHs can efficiently produce binaries in the mass gap, so

the inclusion of GW190521 leads to larger Bayesian
evidence in favor of mixed astrophysicalþ PBH models.
Furthermore, PBHs can account for some of the heavy
events other than GW190521 when the SMT channel is not
included. This leads to a significant PBH fraction βdetPBH ¼
0.31þ0.28

−0.26ð0.27þ0.28
−0.24Þ at 90% C.I. in the CEþ GCþ PBH

(CEþ GCþ NSCþ PBH) scenarios with GW190521, as
shown in Fig. 1. This conclusion would be unaffected even
if GW190521 were an outlier belonging to a different
astrophysical channel.
Let us now focus on four-channel scenarios. As shown in

the insets of the right panel of Fig. 1, when we include
GW190521 the posterior of the PBH mixing fraction has
vanishing support at βdetPBH ≈ 0. The first percentile of βdetPBH is
(0.022,0.014,0.002) for the (CEþ GCþ PBH, CEþ GCþ
NSCþ PBH, CEþ GCþ SMTþ PBH) mixed scenarios.
The smallest PBHfraction (βdetPBH ¼ 0.06þ0.15

−0.05 ) corresponds to
CEþ GCþ SMTþ PBH: the SMT channel can reproduce
most events below the mass gap, and only GW190521 is
confidently interpreted as a PBH binary. If we exclude
GW190521 from the catalog, the posterior distribution of

TABLE I. Bayesian evidence ratios for the different mixed astrophysical and primordial populations (normalized with respect to the
CEþ GC scenario), obtained by marginalizing over αCE and χb, with and without GW190521.

log10 B
M
CEþGC

CEþ GCþ PBH CEþ GCþ NSC CEþ GCþ SMT CEþ GCþ NSCþ PBH CEþ GCþ SMTþ PBH

w.o. GW190521 1.22 0.52 1.39 1.43 1.31
w. GW190521 2.38 −0.15 0.72 2.30 2.58

FIG. 2. Observable distributions of chirp mass for each channel in the CEþ GCþ NSCþ PBH (left) and CEþ GCþ SMTþ PBH
(right) scenario. Analogous plots for other scenarios considered in the analysis are shown in the SM. The bands indicate 90% C.I., while
the black line corresponds to the mean total population. Vertical lines at the top of each plot correspond to the mean observed values for
the events in the GWTC-2 catalog.
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βdetPBH “flattens out” in the CEþ GCþ SMTþ PBH
scenario, becoming compatible with zero (blue histogram
in the top-right inset of Fig. 1). This conservative
scenario suggests that the PBH fraction can be compatible
with zero if the mass gap event is interpreted in other ways.
For example, under different assumptions on the prior, the
event could be interpreted as a straddling binary (see e.g.,
[96–98]). Furthermore, heavy binaries like GW190521
could form in AGN disks [99–101]. On the other hand, as
shown in the SM, βdetPBH does not depend significantly on the
inclusion of the lower mass-gap event GW190814.
To better understand how the GWTC-2 events are inter-

preted by the inference, in Fig. 2 we plot the contribution of
each population to the observed chirp mass distribution for
the CEþ GCþ NSCþ PBH model (left) and for the CEþ
GCþ SMTþ PBH model (right). The PBH population
overlaps mostly with the GC channel (and with NSC/
SMT, when included in the inference), but it recovers larger
values of M. As the PBH distribution extends to reach
GW190521, it becomes less competitive at explaining the
bulk of events in the central range ofM. For this reason the
posterior of fPBH has a significant tail at small values (see
Fig. 3 in the SM). This does not happen when GW190521 is
removed, since then the PBHmodel can efficiently reproduce
events in the central range ofM. Note also that most low-M
events come from the CE channel in all cases.

V. DISCUSSION

We have presented a robust analysis aimed at con-
straining the relative fraction of different BBH formation
channels, including both state-of-the-art astrophysical pop-
ulations [74] and a subpopulation of PBHs. Our main result
is that the relative PBH abundance in GWTC-2 data
depends on the astrophysical channels included in the
analysis. In particular, while a PBH population is sta-
tistically favored against competitive astrophysical models,
such as GC and NSC, a dominant contribution from the
SMT channel along with CE and GC drastically reduces the
need for PBHs, except for explaining the rate of mass-gap
events like GW190521. If we further exclude GW190521,
the Bayesian evidence for CEþ GCþ SMT becomes
comparable to CEþ GCþ SMTþ PBH, showing that
the constraining power of the current data set is not
sufficient to draw firm conclusions. The fraction of SMT
events necessary to explain the data is 0.34� 0.22, so that
SMT would have to be the dominant channel. Our main
results would not be qualitatively affected by including
recently reported events [5], since the bulk mass and spin
distribution of the GWTC-3 catalog is consistent with
GWTC-2 [9].
Overall, we conclude that confidently constraining a

putative primordial population in GW data requires a more
robust understanding of astrophysical populations. We have
considered four state-of-the-art astrophysical models [74],
but each of them is affected by large uncertainties, and there

might exist others which are competitive against the
primordial subpopulation. On the PBH side, we adopted
a standard lognormal distribution for the PBH mass
function at formation, but it would be important to test
the impact of other (model-dependent) assumptions and of
different priors on the PBH hyperparameters motivated by
specific formation mechanisms (see, e.g., [102,103]).

Confidently claiming the primordial nature of some
individual BBHs would probably require single-event
analyses for large signal-to-noise ratio events, especially
by cross-correlating merger rates with mass, spin, and
redshift measurements to identify key features of the PBH
scenario (see, e.g., [92]). Another possibility to break the
degeneracy between the PBH and astrophysical channels is
to perform population studies focusing on spin distributions
[104,105], and accounting for the q − χeff correlation
introduced by accretion effects in PBH models [62,79].
A conclusive verdict on the primordial nature of a

subpopulation of BBHs may come from third-generation
GW detectors such as the Einstein Telescope [106] and
Cosmic Explorer [107], that will detect BH mergers up to
z ≈ 50 [108], and can in principle reconstruct the redshift
evolution of the merger rate (although the accuracy of the
redshift measurement deteriorates with redshift [109,110]).
The merger rate is monotonically increasing with redshift
for primordial BBHs, whereas it should peak around z ≈ 2
for astrophysical BBHs, and at z ≈ 10–20 for BHs formed
from the first stars [111–113] (see [110,114–118] for recent
studies). Note that a fraction βdetPBH ¼ Oð10%Þ in current
data would be in agreement with the simplified analysis of
Ref. [66] using the LVC power-law model for the astro-
physical population. By mapping this fraction of PBHs to
the merger rates for third-generation detectors, one would
expect dozens to hundreds BBH detections at z≳ 30,
which might be identified as primordial [66,119], as long
as we can accurately measure their redshift [110].
Alternatively, another test of the presence of PBHs in
GW data may come from a population analysis of the
events measurable at high redshift by third-generation
interferometers, thus exploiting the information on the
merger rate evolution [120].
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APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Here we provide details on our data analysis and further
results complementary to those presented in the main text.

1. Details of the data analysis

The key quantity to be evaluated is the likelihood
function pðλjdÞ, defined in Eq. (1) of the main text.
Here we explain how its various ingredients are computed.

The priors on the hyperparameters πðλÞ are uniformly
distributed in the ranges given in Table II. Note that at
values of the cutoff redshift above zcut-off ≳ 30, and in the
mass range of interest, accretion onto PBHs is negligible
[79]. Therefore, all models with zcut-off ≳ 30 are degenerate
and we can cut the range at this reference value, as done in
Refs. [64,66].
The binary parameter distributions in a given model

(either primordial or astrophysical) can be computed from
the differential merger rate dR=ðdm1dm2Þ as

ppopðθjλÞ≡ 1

NðλÞ
�
Tobs

1

1þ z
dV
dz

dR
dm1dm2

ðθjλÞ
�
; ðA1Þ

with Tobs being the observation time, whereas the number
of expected detections reads

NdetðλÞ≡ Tobs

Z
dm1dm2dzpdetðm1; m2; zÞ

×
1

1þ z
dV
dz

dR
dm1dm2

ðm1; m2; zjλÞ; ðA2Þ

where the prefactor 1=ð1þ zÞ accounts for the redshift at
the source epoch and dV=dz stands for the differential
comoving volume factor, see, e.g., [123]. We account for
selection bias by introducing the probability of detection

pdetðθiÞ ¼
Z

pðθeÞΘ½ρðθi; θeÞ − ρthr�dθe; ðA3Þ

where θi ¼ fm1; m2; zg are the intrinsic parameters of the
binary (individual source-frame masses mi and merger
redshift z), whereas θe ¼ fα; δ; ι;ψg are the extrinsic
parameters (right ascension α, declination δ, orbital-plane
inclination ι, and polarization angle ψ). Finally, pðθeÞ is the
probability distribution function of θe, Θ is the Heaviside
step function, and ρ is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For
simplicity we neglect the spins χi (i ¼ 1, 2) in the
computation of the detectability, since the large majority
of the GWTC-2 events are compatible with zero spin.
In the case of the GWTC-1 catalog, pdet can be computed

in the single-detector semianalytic framework of
Refs. [124,125] and adopting a SNR threshold ρthr ¼ 8
without encountering significant departures from the
large-scale injection campaigns in the O1 [126] and O2
[127] runs. We adopt the same procedure to compute the
detectability of binaries also for the O3a run.
The SNR can be factored out as ρðθi; θeÞ ¼

ωðθeÞρoptðθiÞ, where ρopt is the SNR of an “optimal” source
located overhead the detector with face-on inclination. The
optimal SNR ρopt of individual GWevents is given in terms
of the (Fourier-transformed) GW waveform by

ρ2optðm1; m2;χ1;χ2; zÞ≡
Z

∞

0

4jh̃ðνÞj2
SnðνÞ

dν; ðA4Þ
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where Sn is the strain noise of the detector. Following the
choice adopted in Ref. [74], we adopt the midhighla-
telow noise power spectral densities [128], as imple-
mented in the publicly available repository pycbc [129].
Finally, we explicitly compute the marginalized distri-

bution pdetðθiÞ [Eq. (A3)] by evaluating the cumulative
distribution function PðωthrÞ¼

R
1
ωthr

pðω0Þdω0 at ωthr¼ρthr=
ρoptðθiÞ. We consider isotropic sources, so that α; cos δ;
cos ι, and ψ are uniformly distributed. Then, for the case of
a single-detector approximation, nonprecessing binaries,
and considering only the dominant quadrupolar mode, the
function PðωthrÞ is found as in Ref. [123].
As discussed in the main text, we use the GWTC-2

catalog [2], discarding three events with large false-alarm
rate (GW190426, GW190719, GW190909) and two events
involving neutron stars (GW170817, GW190425). The
cases of GW190814 [94] and GW190521 [22] require
special treatment. The former can be a BH-neutron star
binary with the heaviest neutron star to date, whereas
the latter is in tension with the main astrophysical formation
channels we adopt, since its primary lies within the
pair-instability mass gap predicted by supernova theory.
In the following, in order to remain agnostic about the
nature of GW190814, we shall present some results of our
analysis both with and without this event, showing that its
inclusion does not alter our results as it would be inter-
preted in all cases as a binary coming from the CE channel.
For a given set of astrophysical populations models, the
mass-gap event play a crucial role in determining the
inferred fraction of PBHs in the catalog. For this reason
we performed the inference both with and without
GW190521. Overall, the selected catalog contains 43
eventsþ GW190521þ GW190814, hence Nobs ¼ 43,
44, 45, depending on the setup. Similarly to Ref. [74], we
adopt the “Combined” samples for the GWTC-1 events as
provided in [130], and the “PublicationSamples” in [131]
for the GWTC-2 events.
We compute the evidence for each model from the

posterior data following Ref. [132]. We do not expect
the error associated with the estimation of the evidence to
affect our conclusions. For example, we repeated the
computation of the evidence for the CEþ GCþ PBH
scenario adopting a nested sampling algorithm, as imple-
mented in DYNESTY [133], finding a result consistent
with Table I and an error of Δðlog10 ZÞ ¼ �0.2 (90% C.I.).

2. Supplemental results

First of all, we checked the robustness of our results
against the inclusion of the asymmetric merger GW190814.
In Fig. 3, we compare the posterior distributions obtained
including/excluding GW190521 and GW190814 in various
combinations for the CEþ GCþ PBH mixed model. The
inclusion of GW190814 has a mild effect: this event is
always ascribed to the CE population, since the latter has
the strongest support at small masses.
In Fig. 4 we show the posterior distributions of the

hyperparameters of the PBH model for the CEþGCþ
PBH, CEþ GCþ NSCþ PBH and CEþ GCþ SMTþ
PBH mixed scenarios, both with and without GW190521.
These results complement those shown in Fig. 1, where we
showed the corresponding observable mixing fractions.
The posterior distributions in the first two cases

(CEþ GCþ PBH and CEþ GCþ NSCþ PBH) are strik-
ingly similar. The only relevant differences are found when
comparing results with and without GW190521. When
the mass gap event is included, we find a larger width σ of
the PBH mass function and a slightly enhanced tail of the
posterior distribution of Mc at large values, because the
PBH channel is necessary to produce heavy binaries in
the mass gap.
In the CEþ GCþ PBHmixed model including the mass

gap event, the distribution of zcut-off shows two peaks at
zcut-off ≈ 23 and zcut-off ≈ 30. The first corresponds to the
case where some PBH accretion is necessary to explain
the (few) spinning events in the catalog [62,79], while the
second peak corresponds to the case where the observed
events associated to PBHs by the inference are mostly
nonspinning. In the CEþ GCþ NSCþ PBH mixed case,
the posterior of zcut-off is approximately flat above
zcut-off ∼ 25, which is possibly explained by the fact that
fewer events with nonnegligible spin are assigned to PBHs.
We have also checked that the posterior remains flat for
zcut-off ≳ 30, where accretion is indeed negligible in the
mass range of interest.
In the two cases when the SMT channel is included, the

PBH population parameters are less constrained. If we
consider GW190521 as part of the data set, the small
fraction of observable events ascribed to the PBH sector
implies that constraints on the PBH sub-population come
almost exclusively from GW190521. As a consequence,

TABLE II. Prior ranges for the hyperparameters of the primordial and astrophysical models. We assume uniform distributions for all
parameters. In particular, we adopt a flat prior in logðfPBHÞ for the PBH abundance. Also, the prior onMc was extended up to 50 M⊙ in
the scenario including the SMT channel, because the PBH population shifts to larger masses. Following Ref. [74], we considered
discrete values for αCE and χb. Binary components spinning at χ < χb at BBH formation are given spins of χb. We recall that αCE only
affects the CE model.

Model PBH ABH

Parameter Mc½M⊙� σ log fPBH zcut�off αCE χb

Prior range [10, 40] [0.1, 1.1] ½−5;−2� [10, 30] [0.2,0.5,1,2,5] [0,0.1,0.2,0.5]
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FIG. 4. Posterior distributions of the hyperparameters of the PBH model for the CEþ GCþ PBH, CEþ GCþ NSCþ PBH and
CEþ GCþ SMTþ PBH mixed models (blue, red and green, respectively) with (solid line) and without (dashed line) the mass gap
event GW190521, and excluding GW190814. The left (right) values of the 90% C.I. refer to the cases without (with) GW190521.

FIG. 3. Posterior distributions of the hyperparameters of the PBH model (left panel) and of the individual detectable mixing fractions
βdeti of different populations (right panel) for the CEþ GCþ PBH model. Each color corresponds to the case both GW190521 and
GW190814 are neglected (red, Nobs ¼ 43), only GW190521 is additionally included (blue, Nobs ¼ 44) and both GW190521 and
GW190814 are included (green,Nobs ¼ 45). The 90% C.I. reported on top of each column correspond to the various cases, following the
(red, blue, green) ordering. The insets in the top right show the individual βdeti on a logarithmic scale.
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the population is in general shifted to heavier masses, but
with relatively larger uncertainties on the mass function
parameters. Also, fPBH peaks at slightly smaller values
compared to the other scenarios. If instead we discard

GW190521, the posterior of fPBH has a plateau, reaching
values compatible with zero. This confirms the importance
of mass-gap events for constraining the PBH contribution
to the observed GW events. In all cases, the inferred

FIG. 5. Mass ratio distribution for the CEþ GCþ NSCþ PBH (left) and CEþ GCþ SMTþ PBH (right) mixed scenario including
GW190521. This figure complements the chirp mass distributions shown in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. Individual contribution to the observable distributions of chirp mass (left) and mass ratio (right) for each 3þ 1 scenarios
without the mass gap event GW190521. In the bottom panels, the PBH contribution is unbounded from below, being the observable
fraction βdetPBH, in this analysis without including GW190521 and with SMTas a subpopulation, compatible with zero. (a) CE+GC+NSC
+PBH mixed scenario without including GW190521. (b) CE+GC+SMT+PBH mixed scenario without including GW190521.
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observable fraction βdetPBH forces the PBH abundance to be
below fPBH ≲ 10−3, confirming that PBHs in the mass
range currently observed by the LIGO and Virgo experi-
ments can only be a small fraction of the dark matter.
In Fig. 5 we complement the chirp mass distributions

shown in Fig. 2 by displaying the mass ratio distributions
for the same 3þ 1 scenarios, including GW190521. The
chirp mass and mass ratio distributions that result from
neglecting GW190521 are instead shown in Fig. 6. In
particular, by comparing Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) with Fig. 2
we see that the inclusion of GW190521 shifts the PBH
chirp mass distribution to higher values. The PBH mass
distribution never strongly overlaps with the CE channel,

so there is no degeneracy between the two populations,
while the PBH channel is somewhat correlated with
the dynamical channels and with the SMT channels
(when included). In the CEþ GCþ SMTþ PBH sce-
nario without the mass gap event, the fraction βdetPBH is
compatible with zero. This also implies that the PBH
contribution shown in Fig. 6(b) is not bounded from
below. In Fig. 7 we show the analogous distributions in the
2þ 1 scenario, with (top panel) and without (bottom
panel) GW190521.
Note that distributions of q are overall very similar to

each other, peaking close to q ≃ 1. Only the NSC channel is
characterized by a bimodal distribution (see Ref. [74]).

(a)

(b)

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 for the 2þ 1 mixed scenario with and without GW190521. (a) CE+GC+PBH mixed scenario including
GW190521. (b) CE+GC+PBH mixed scenario without including GW190521.
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